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Introduction
The Article series covers the integrated functionality of the IBM products GPFS and TSM for Space
Management (HSM). This first part deals with the GPFS policy based threshold migration in detail with all
involved components on the GPFS and the TSM HSM side as well as the setup and configuration of such
an environment for the different GPFS and TSM for Space Management versions.
GPFS provides a disk-based Information Lifecycle Management (ILM) implementation with the storage
pool concept. The Tivoli Storage Manager for Space Management Client (HSM) integrates tape into the
GPFS ILM solution. With the functionality explained in this article, the HSM client can be used with the
GPFS policy-based storage management features to do ILM to tape.
The explained approach of a policy-based threshold migration can be used in very large storage
installations, instead of the classical HSM-controlled threshold migration to be able to handle up to billions
of files and scale out with the number of nodes added to a GPFS cluster.

IBM TSM for Space Management (HSM) for
UNIX
TSM for Space Management is a Hierarchical Storage Management solution (a.k.a. HSM).
A HSM solution typically moves the files data to backend storage and just leaves a small stub file back in
the local storage. The stub file consumes just minimal space but leaves all meta-data information on the
local storage in such a way that for a user or a program the file looks like a normal local stored file. When
the user or a program accesses the file, the HSM solution automatically recalls (moves back) the file`s data
from the back-end storage and gives the reading application access to the file when all the data is back
online. The back-end storage for TSM HSM is the TSM Server which handles the tier2 (disk storage) and
tier3 (tape storage) of the storage hierarchy. That means TSM HSM virtually extends the managed file
system with the space provided by the TSM server. Migrating files to the TSM server frees space for new
data on your local file system and takes advantage of lower-cost storage resources that are available in your
network environment.
The whole functionality to perform the virtual file space expansion is implemented in the product itself. In
GPFS environments, it is recommended to use the GPFS - HSM integration explained in this article
because of scalability and performance reasons.
The whole documentation about the TSM for Space Management product can be found online using the
following URL:
https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/wikis/display/tivolistoragemanager/Home

IBM General Parallel File System (GPFS)
GPFS is the IBM high performance parallel file system which is basically a cluster file system which has
the capability of concurrent read and write access to the same files. The entire file system is striped across
all disks in one pool.

Figure 1: GPFS file system with a single storage pool
With version 3.1 GPFS has introduced the policy-based data management that automates the management
of storage resources and the data stored on those resources. Policy-based data management is based on the
storage pool concept. A storage pool is a collection of disks or RAIDs with similar properties that are
managed together as a group. The group under which the storage pools are managed together is the file
system.

Figure 2: GPFS file system with two storage pools

GPFS provides a single name space across all pools. Files in the same directory can be in different pools.
Files are placed in storage pools at creation time using placement policies. Files can be moved between
pools based on migration policies and files can be removed based on given policies.
GPFS implements an engine for fast file system scans and file-system monitoring which is also known as
policy engine. The policy engine implements a user programmable interface which is called the GPFS
policy rule language. The article focuses on the usage of this engine in conjunction with the TSM for Space
Management client.
A complete explanation of the SQL like policy rule language can be found in the GPFS documentation
'GPFS Advanced Administration Guide'. This documentation is available online using the following URL:
http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/clresctr/vxrx/index.jsp

GPFS driven migration

Figure 3: GPFS file system with an external HSM storage pool
GPFS 3.2 introduces a new feature called external storage pools. You can set up external storage pools and
GPFS policies allowing the GPFS policy manager to coordinate file migrations from a native GPFS online
pool to external pools on the Tivoli Storage Manager server. The GPFS policy manager invokes the
migration through the HSM client command line interface.

The migration candidate selection is identical to the GPFS native pool to pool migration rule. The Policy
Engine uses scripts to call the TSM command dsmmigrate -filelist for the migration of files from a native
storage pool to the TSM server.
There are two different approaches that can be used to drive a HSM migration via GPFS policies. The two
approaches are only different in how the mmapplypolicy command which does the policy scan is started.

Manual GPFS driven migration
The manual GPFS driven migration is performed when the user or a Unix cron job executes the
mmapplypolicy command with a pre-defined migration policy. The following is an example of what such a
migration policy can look like:
/* Define hsm storage manager as an external pool
The OPTS '-v' is for debugging and causes the exec script to print
additional information */
RULE EXTERNAL POOL 'hsm' EXEC '/var/mmfs/etc/mmpolicyExec-hsm.sample'
OPTS '-v'
/* Migrate data files to tape. */
RULE 'MigrateData' MIGRATE
FOR FILESET('data')
FROM POOL 'system'
WEIGHT( (DAYS(CURRENT_TIMESTAMP) - DAYS(ACCESS_TIME))
+ (KB_ALLOCATED / 1024) )
TO POOL 'hsm'
WHERE KB_ALLOCATED > 0
The rule covers the migration of files from the system pool to the external HSM pool. This means that the
data is physically moved to the TSM disk or tape pool which has to be defined in TSM.
Based on this rule the policy engine will collect all files that are stored in the storage pool named “system”
and migrate these files to a temporary file list. The weight clause determines the order for migration. The
goal is to migrate large, unused files. The weight is simply the number of days since the last access plus the
file's size in megabytes. Thus a 1 day old file that is 10 MB in size has the same priority for migration as an
11 day old file that is 1MB in size. The where clause selects the files to be migrated. We need to eliminate
the files that have already been migrated. In this example, it was assumed that all data blocks for migrated
files are de-allocated.
If that policy was set via the mmchpolicy /yourFS yourPolicyFileName command the next execution of the
mmapplypolicy command will use this policy to match it against the meta-data stored in the inode. Another
way is to explicitly provide the rules file to mmapplypolicy like mmapplypolicy Device –P
yourPolicyFileName. That means the mmapplypolicy command starts an inode scan in ascending order of
the inode number and matches the meta-data for each inode with the rules in the policy file. If the rule
matches the inode information the file is a candidate for migration and is stored in a temporary file list.
When the inode scan has finished an EXEC script is invoked. In the example above the EXEC script is
“/var/mmfs/etc/mmpolicyExec-hsm.sample”. This script performs the migration of the files via the
dsmmigrate –filelist command.

Automatic GPFS threshold migration
The GPFS threshold migration is performed when the user has specified a threshold policy and the GPFS
policy daemon is enabled to monitor the storage pools in the file system for that given threshold. If a predefined high threshold is reached which means the filling level of the storage pool reached the pre-defined
high water mark the monitor daemon automatically starts the mmapplypolicy command to perform an inode
scan. The following is an example how such a threshold policy looks like:
/* Define hsm storage manager as an external pool
The OPTS '-v' is for debugging and causes the exec script to print
additional information */
RULE EXTERNAL POOL 'hsm' EXEC '/var/mmfs/etc/mmpolicyExec-hsm.sample'
OPTS '-v'
RULE 'MigrateData' MIGRATE
FOR FILESET('data')
FROM POOL 'system'
THRESHOLD(80,70)
WEIGHT( (DAYS(CURRENT_TIMESTAMP) - DAYS(ACCESS_TIME))
+ (KB_ALLOCATED / 1024) )
TO POOL 'hsm'
WHERE KB_ALLOCATED > 0
The policy rule looks mostly like the one from the previous example. The difference is that it has a
THRESHOLD clause. The threshold clause says “start migrating when the system pool is more than 80%
full and continue migrating until the pool is less than 70% full.” The other parts of the rule and the
procedure works like described above.

HSM automatic threshold migration versus
GPFS driven threshold migration
The following section compares the classic HSM automigration approach with the GPFS driven threshold
migration.

TSM for Space Management threshold migration concept:

Figure 4. HSM classic automigration procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.
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6.

The HSM monitor daemon monitors the predefined thresholds of the managed file system.
When the file system filling level reaches the HT mark, the automigration process is started.
The dsmautomig asks the Scout daemon for candidates.
The Scout daemon’s internal search engine queries CFI for best candidates, pre-migrated first and then
biggest and oldest.
The scout daemon delivers migration candidates to the automigration process.
The dsmautomig uses delivered candidates for migration to the TSM server.

Pro's:




Whole process is controlled by HSM.
Best candidates are selected to free up space efficiently.
Works immediately after installation. No additional setup and configuration is needed.

Con's:





The migration candidates are selected only by age and size file attributes.
HSM needs to create and maintain a CFI (complete file index) which consumes up to 10% of the space
in the HSM managed FS.
Runs only from one node in the cluster and does not scale with the number of nodes where HSM is
installed.
The classical HSM approach scales up to 20 mio objects in a single file system. In GPFS environments
it is recommended to use the GPFS driven threshold migration for file systems with more than 10 mio
objects.

GPFS driven threshold migration concept:

Figure 5. GPFS driven threshold migration procedure



The GPFS policy daemon monitors HT/LT based on enabled policy.
When the filling level reaches the HT mark the policy daemon starts the policy engine.




The policy engine scans file system and generates a candidate list based on the enabled rule set for
external migration (step 3, 4 and 5).
The HSM command line tool dsmmigrate is called and migrates all files in the candidate list to the
TSM server.

Pro's:





Very fast candidate selection performed by the policy engine.
All file attributes can be used and combined with a very powerful policy language to select migration
candidates.
Migration throughput scales out with the number of nodes where HSM is installed in the cluster.
It is possible to handle billions of files in a single file system

Con's:



More setup and configuration steps needed.
If an insufficient migration policy is enabled an out-of-space condition could be created since not
enough migration candidates can be found based on the given policy rule.

Multi node GPFS driven migration
The previously described GPFS driven migration approach can be distributed over several nodes in the
cluster. HSM can scale out with the number of nodes added to the cluster. By distributing the migrations to
several nodes the overall migration throughput can be increased.

Figure 6. Multi-node GPFS driven migration

The GPFS Policy Engine runs simultaneously on all nodes where the HSM client is installed and on each
node a migration candidate list is generated. The candidate lists are passed to the HSM command
dsmmigrate to start migration from several nodes in parallel. In addition several HSM migrations are
started in parallel on each node.
By default the GPFS policy engine generates migration candidates lists with 100 entries and starts 24
migration processes on each node. Each HSM migration processes one of these file lists with 100 migration
candidates. The default settings for the number of concurrent migration processes and the number of files in
the file lists can be configured via a GPFS command.
The same approach can be used for recalling files from the TSM server to a native GPFS storage pool. The
Policy Engine uses script to call the dsmrecall -filelist command. Transparent recall by accessing the
migrated file is still present. The manual recall of files can be significant improved by using the TSM for
Space Management function “Tape Optimized Recall” which was introduced with TSM version 6.3. The
whole documentation about the TSM for Space Management product can be found online using the
following URL:
https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/wikis/display/tivolistoragemanager/Home

Setup a GPFS driven threshold migration
environment
Prepare the HSM installation
GPFS provides the policy engine which is a GPFS specific implementation for fast file system scans. It is
recommended to use this mechanism for HSM activities in GPFS environments. A special install mode can
be used for HSM to install the modules which are needed in such an environment. Ensure the following
export prior the installation of HSM:
export HSMINSTALLMODE=SCOUTFREE

NOTE: Manual setup. On AIX the HSMINSTALLMODE functionality wasn't implemented with TSM
version 6.2. The configuration must be modified manually. If the HSM client is already installed on Linux
without the HSMINSTALLMODE setting the manual setup has to be used also.
The following steps are required : modify the script
/[usr|opt]/tivoli/tsm/client/hsm/bin/rc.gpfshsm
remove the lines between #BEGINSCOUTFREE and #ENDSCOUTFREE.
#BEGINSCOUTFREE
if [ -x $bindir/dsmmonitord ]
then
$bindir/dsmmonitord &
fi
if [ -x $bindir/dsmscoutd ]
then
$bindir/dsmscoutd &
fi
#ENDSCOUTFREE

Add the following entry to the TSM options file
/[opt|usr]/tivoli/tsm/client/ba/bin/dsm.opt:

HSMDISABLEAUTOMIGDAEMONS YES

Stop the HSM daemons by using the command dsmmigfs stop. Send a SIGTERM to the process
dsmwatchd. The daemon will be restarted from the /etc/inittab. After it's restart use the command dsmmigfs
start to startup the HSM daemons.

This will lead to the same result as the INSTALLMODE setting described above. The HSM components
scout daemon and monitor daemon will not started since these components are not needed in a GPFS
driven environment.

Install the required components
Setup the TSM for Space Management client. The whole documentation about the TSM for Space
Management product can be found online using the following URL:
https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/wikis/display/tivolistoragemanager/Home
After the installation the following components of HSM should run.
dsmwatchd – local and global failover mechanism
dsmrootd – HSM support for none root user
dsmrecalld (3 processes initial) – transparent recall of migrated files

Modify the TSM options file
/[opt|usr]/tivoli/tsm/client/ba/bin/dsm.opt.
Add the following entries:

HSMGROUPEDMIGRATE YES

It enables the HSM functionality to couple multiple files in one TSM server transaction. The client option
is bounded by the TSM options TXNBYTELIMIT and TXNGROUPMAX. The TXNBYTELIMIT client
option specifies the maximum transaction size for data transferred between the client and server. The range
of values is from 300 KB to 32 GB. The default is 25,600 KB. The TXNGROUPMAX option specifies the
number of objects that are transferred as a group between a client and the server between transactions
commit points. The minimum value is 4 objects and the maximum value is 65000 objects. The default
value is 4096 objects. The objects transferred are actual files, directories, or both. The server counts each
file or directory as one object.

HSMEXTOBJIDATTR YES

This option is required to use the GPFS based file list reconciliation method. After the option was set each
file migrated or premigrated will get an additional dmapi attribute.

HSM grouped migration
Since version 6.2.2 the Tivoli Storage Manager for Space Management allows to migrate multiple files per
transaction to the TSM server. This significantly improves the migration performance when migrate a huge
amount of small or medium size files (up to 100 MB) directly to tape. Such a bulk migration can be

triggered by the GPFS driven migration via a file list. This is due to the fact that each file migrated to tape
needs a tape commit which takes about 2 seconds. This amounts to 98% of the total runtime for medium
and small size files, and reduces the migration throughput. With the option HSMGROUPEDMIGRATE set
to YES files migrated to tape are grouped thus tape commit becomes a much less significant factor.
The default behavior is to transfer each file in a single transaction and make a stub file when the transaction
was successful. When HSMGROUPEDMIGRATE is set to YES the transaction queue is automatically
flushed to the server when the transaction byte limit or the transaction group limit is reached.
The transaction is also automatically flushed when a file is inserted into the transaction queue which has a
different management class setting on the TSM server.
The HSM transaction process is performed in several steps. First step is to push a file that needs to be
migrated to the transaction queue. In a second step the queue is flushed to server when the byte our group
limit is reached and all the server responses are collected. When all files in the transaction are transferred
successfully to the server and server has confirmed that the transaction was committed all files previously
send are stubbed by HSM. When we get an error for a file in the transaction from the client side the file is
skipped and all other files are send in one transaction. When we get an error during the transaction handling
with the server the following happens based on the abort reason:



When the server abort reason was "Waiting for Offline Media" then the entire transaction is
resend.
Otherwise each item in the transaction is resend in an individual transaction.

HSM cluster node configuration
The following is an explanation of the different manner the term node is used within a HSM installation on
a GPFS cluster.


Cluster node: the compute node which is a part of the AIX/Linux GPFS cluster



Session node: (HSM definition “owner node”) this node manages the file system. That means the
DMAPI dispositions are set on this node (The HSM node definition can change due to a failover.
In addition a node can play different roles for different managed file systems).



Source node: the node which has access to the GPFS file system, but does actual not manage the
file system. This node can become an owner node in case of a failover. In addition this node will
attend in the distributed recall.



GPFS nodeset: the set of nodes having access to the same GPFS filesystem

Figure 7. HSM – GPFS cluster configuration
To be able to migrate and recall files from every node in the cluster where HSM is installed ( owner node
and source nodes) it is necessary to use the ASNODENAME option to access a common file space on the
TSM server from different source nodes and the owner node.
To use this option do the following:
1.

Register each source node and the session node (where HSM is installed) with the Tivoli Storage
Manager server (via the dsmadmc command).
register node <NODENAME> passwd

2.

The Tivoli Storage Manager server must grant proxy authority to the source nodes to access the
node name where the GPFS file systems are stored, using the grant proxynode command (via the
dsmadmc command).
register node <CLUSTER_ASNODE> passwd archdel=yes
backdel=yesgrant proxy target=<CLUSTER_ASNODE> agent=<NODENAME>

3.

Update the system options file (dsm.sys) on each source node by specifying the asnodename
option to access the common filespace for the HSM managed file systems on the Tivoli Storage
Manager server.
ASNODENAME <CLUSTER_ASNODE>

Verify the GPFS and TSM environment
Performing both hierarchical space management and backup using the GPFS policy engine is an advanced
solution for TSM. Before starting with configuration, it is important to ensure that the core functionality of
TSM and GPFS is given on the cluster. If this is the case, the cause for issues and malfunctions of the
integrated functionality can by evaluated more easily.
That means the cluster should run in a proper state and the TSM client
should be able to backup/restore and migrate/recall files to the TSM server.

Check GPFS cluster state
Use the mmgetstate command to verify the GPFS cluster state. All cluster nodes should be “active.”

Check TSM Client functionality
On TSM, it is important to verify both clients: TSM for Space Management and Backup/Archive (BA). The
BA client should be able to backup and restore a normal file. Furthermore, it should be possible to expire a
backup copy of a file on the TSM server. Use the following command sequence for verification:

Test whether the expiration of files is working correctly on the TSM server (the restore of the backup copy
shouldn't be possible after the file was expired on the server):

The HSM failover environment should be active on all nodes in the cluster. All cluster nodes that have
HSM running on them should be reflected in the node section of the output:

HSM management should be active for the file system. This is reflected in the FS State column.

Note:
The command must be performed on the owner node of the file system.):

The base functionality, which will be invoked from the GPFS policy engine, should be ensured for the file
system. That means it should be possible to migrate and recall files to the TSM server. Furthermore, the file
list-based migration should work. This can be ensured with a simple test file migration. Just create a test
file and put it on a file list. Then start the filelist migration by invoking the dsmmigrate command:

The test file is now in file state migrated. You can use the dsmls command to verify the file state:

If the file content changes, the TSM for Space Management client will recall the file and reset the file state
to resident. You can use the following command sequence to verify this behavior:

Note:
Both clients, TSM for Space Management and the TSM Backup Archive, should use the same TSM server
for the given file system. In this case, the TSM for Space Management functionality “inline copy” will
work as designed. That means a file that was migrated before it is backed up will not need to be transferred
again. The TSM Server will transfer the file internally from the space main pool to the backup pool. For
more information, see the TSM for Space Management user guide.

Create proper policy rules for the threshold
migration
The whole language definition of the GPFS policy engine can be found in the GPFS Advanced
Administration Guide. To give an overview of the possible functionality, the TSM team has developed and
tested the following rule set that can be used for policy-driven migration. The comment style is the same as
the C++ comment style and it will be ignored by the GPFS policy engine. This is the recommended rule
set:
define(
is_premigrated,
(MISC_ATTRIBUTES LIKE '%M%' AND MISC_ATTRIBUTES NOT LIKE '%V%')
)
define(
is_migrated,
(MISC_ATTRIBUTES LIKE '%V%')
)
define(
access_age,
(DAYS(CURRENT_TIMESTAMP) - DAYS(ACCESS_TIME))
)
define(
mb_allocated,
(INTEGER(KB_ALLOCATED / 1024))
)
/*=== a simple exclude list ===*/
define(
exlude_list,
(PATH_NAME LIKE '%/.SpaceMan/%'
OR NAME LIKE '%dsmerror.log%'
or NAME LIKE '.mmbackupShadow%')
)
define(
weight_expression,
(CASE
/*=== The file is very young, the ranking is very low ===*/
WHEN access_age <= 1

THEN 0

/*=== The file is very small, the ranking is low ===*/
WHEN mb_allocated < 1 THEN access_age
/*=== The file is premigrated and large and old enough,

the ranking is very high ===*/
WHEN is_premigrated

THEN mb_allocated * access_age * 10

/*=== The file is resident and large and old enough,
the ranking is standard ===*/
ELSE

mb_allocated * access_age

END)
)
RULE EXTERNAL LIST 'candidatesList' EXEC '/tmp/exec.list'
RULE EXTERNAL POOL 'hsm' EXEC '/tmp/exec.hsm'
/*=== create the candidates list and transfer it to the exec.list
command (for logging) ===*/
RULE 'bestCandidates' LIST 'candidatesList'
WEIGHT (weight_expression)
SHOW (weight_expression)
WHERE NOT (exlude_list)
AND NOT (is_migrated)
/*=== create the candidates list and transfer it to the exec.hsm
command for migration ===*/
RULE 'TM1' MIGRATE FROM POOL 'system'
THRESHOLD(90,80,70)
WEIGHT(weight_expression)
TO POOL 'hsm'
WHERE NOT (exlude_list)
AND NOT (is_migrated)
It should be stored in a rule set file to make it usable for the policy engine commands. The following figure
is a simple execute list shell script:
#!/usr/bin/ksh
if [ $# -ne 2 ]
then echo "USAGE : $0 <[LIST|TEST]> <fileList>"
exit 1
fi
case $1 in
LIST)
echo
echo "INVOKED LIST COMMAND : `date +%c`"
filename="/tmp/policy.out.`date +%s`"
cat $2 >> $filename
lines=`cat $filename | wc -l`
echo "LINES WRITTEN
: $lines"
echo "OUT FILE NAME
: $filename"
echo
rc=0
;;
TEST)

echo "TEST LIST COMMAND
rc=0
;;
*)
echo "UNKNOWN INPUT
rc=1
;;

: `date +%c`"

: `date +%c`"

esac
exit $rc

Note:
The GPFS policy includes the logic for the GPFS-driven threshold migration. It is essential to define a
policy that is dynamic enough to give GPFS the ability to migrate files until the low threshold is reached
for the file system. It is recommended to not use fixed values (e.g. file size > 10MB). This can lead to
policy scans being run endlessly.

Configure the policy engine for automatic threshold migration
GPFS provides the callback functionality to register a user-defined command that GPFS will execute when
certain events occur. This functionality can be used to register the policy engine to be run in case of a high
threshold in a file system. The function must be enabled as shown below:

To verify if the callback was set correctly, GPFS provides a special ls command. It should display the
following callback settings:

The mmstartpolicy script invokes the mmapplypolicy command. It is possible to set a user-defined
startscript instead of the predefined mmstartpolicy script.

Use GPFS to monitor the file system thresholds
It is mandatory that the rule set, which should be used for threshold migration, includes a MIGRATE rule
with a valid threshold setting. (See the GPFS Advanced Administration Guide for more details). Also the

recommended rule above can be used for the threshold migration. To enable the rule set, the following
command must be invoked:

The policy settings can be verified by using the GPFS command mmlspolicy. (The command paramter -L
will cause the output of the whole installed rule set content).

Note:
It is possible to set the high threshold for the file system to a value below the current file system usage
value. That will trigger an immediate scan and threshold migration until the rule set is installed for the
specified device.

Define the number of migration processes started by the
policy engine
Per default, the policy engine will start 24 migration processes on each node. The default number of files
per file list is 100. It is possible to define these values by using the mmapplypolicy arguments -m for the
number of processes and -B for the number of files per file list. By using the mmapplypolicy argument –N
the node names can be specified which should be used to perform both the policy scan and the migration.

Note:
In the case of the default settings for the number of migration processes started by the GPFS policy engine,
it is essential to modify TSM Server settings. The default value for allowed TSM server sessions is 25. If
the policy engine runs in a single node environment there is just one possible session left for transparent
recalls or backup runs. The parameter should be increased to a higher value that fits in your environment.
For more information see the TSM Server Admin Guide.

Note:
Using the mmapplypolicy arguments described above will not change the default values for the threshold
migration started by the automatic monitoring of the GPFS policy engine. In this case the predefined script
mmstartpolicy must be modified.

